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Safe Patient-Led Shoulder Rehabilitation with
Biomechanical Model Integrated Collaborative

Robot System
Stephan Balvert1

Supervised by: J. Micah Prendergast1, Ajay Seth2, and Luka Peternel1

Abstract—In this work, we propose a method for monitoring
and management of rotator-cuff tendon strains in human-robot
collaborative physical therapy for rotator cuff rehabilitation.
The proposed approach integrates a complex offline biome-
chanical model with a collaborative, industrial robot arm and
an impedance controller. The model is used for computing
rotator-cuff tendon strain as a function of human shoulder
configuration, muscle activation and external forces. This subject-
and injury-specific data is stored in strain maps, which represent
the relationship between the strains and shoulder DoFs. In
our previous work, we implemented strain maps to preplan
minimal strain, safe trajectories using two shoulder DoFs , and
used the corresponding robot-mediated movement for passive
trajectory following for healthy subjects. This work expands
on that by implementing two novel functionalities: 1) patient-
led movement, and 2) adding the third shoulder DoF and the
corresponding control complexities, while still controlling for
safe rotator-cuff tendon strains. For patient-led movement, we
precomputed unsafe zones for each strain map by clustering and
fitting ellipses to the clusters. These unsafe areas with increased
risk of (re-)injury are then used to set the impedance control
parameters and reference pose for real-time biomechanical safety
control. By linearly interpolating between strain maps, smooth
and safe movement of the third shoulder DoF is added. The
resulting robot control torques guide the patient away from
unsafe, high strain shoulder poses in real-time during patient-led
movement. The proposed method has the potential to improve
the safety, Range of Motion, and muscle activity that the
patients receive through robot-mediated physical therapy. The
main advantage of this approach is that the patient is free to use
and explore their full shoulder RoM, while the robot controls
and manages biomechanical safety in real-time. To validate the
proposed method, we performed two experiments showcasing two
novel functionalities, and a third experiment as proof-of-concept
displaying the full method.

Index Terms—Biomechanical Model, Rotator-Cuff Rehabilita-
tion, Collaborative Robot, Impedance Control

I. INTRODUCTION

HUMAN safety is the most important aspect of physi-
cal Human-Robot Interaction (pHRI), even more so in

robot-assisted rehabilitation. To this end, the robot must be
aware of the internal state of the patient and their injury risks.
In this work, we focus on physical therapy intensive recov-
ery from rotator-cuff injuries of the shoulder as a clinically
motivated driving problem. Shoulder rotator-cuff tears alone

Author and supervisors are with Cognitive Robotics1 and BioMechanical
Engineering2 departments of 3Me faculty, Delft University of Technology,
Mekelweg 2, 2628 CD Delft, The Netherlands
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Fig. 1. Physical and biomechanical system setup. a) Strain map which
represents the rotator-cuff tendon strains as a function of shoulder DoFs. b) 3D
representation of the strain map in Cartesian space, used for robot control.
c) A KuKa LBR iiwa-7 robotic manipulator delivers guiding force to the
shoulder of a test subject through an arm brace. d) Impedance control force
resulting from real-time biomechanical safety control, guiding the subject out
of unsafe zones.

have an estimated rate of 22.1% in the general population and
over 50% for those older than 60 [1]. After injury, with or
without surgery, physical therapy to restore shoulder mobility
and functionality is a lengthy process.

Due to the complexity of the shoulder and the risk of
reinjury, physical therapy of the shoulder remains conservative
even when performed by expert physiotherapists [2]. The
conservative nature of physiotherapists means that the amount
of therapy delivered is limited and there are many more
patients than available physiotherapists at any given time.
Furthermore, the work can be quite laborious for the physio-
therapists. A promising alternative to classic physiotherapist-
based rehabilitation is robotic rehabilitation [3], [4].

Several upper-limb devices have already been developed
[3], [4], but they are highly specialized and bulky mechanical
systems, expensive and difficult to move between patients.
This limits their applicability for clinical therapy. Additionally,
to the best of the author’s knowledge, these devices do not
target rotator-cuff injuries and the corresponding requirements
for physical therapy. While custom built robots/exoskeletons
can have advantages over industrial collaborative robots in
terms of RoM, higher payload, more DoF [5], [6], and possibly
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optimized mechanical design for specific task- and kinematic
constrains [7]. Mass-produced industrial collaborative robots
still have significant advantages for use in assisted physical
therapy. They are typically less costly and more readily
available than task-specific robots, already meet strict safety
criteria for human-robot interaction, and require little addi-
tional training to operate.

When applying pHRI for human movement rehabilitation,
impedance control offers significant benefits, enabling the
modulation of interaction dynamics in real-time through a
spring-mass-damper model [8]. The stiffness and damping of
the robot can be increased or decreased in varying directions,
based on the desired rehabilitation strategy or training intensity
[9]–[11]. This method also enables the robot to be soft in cer-
tain directions, while being stiff in other directions, allowing
the robot to act as a guide for the human. Additionally, the for-
mulation enables easy incorporation of gravity compensation
terms for the human arm. Nevertheless, impedance control on
its own, usually cannot guarantee the safety of the human with
which the robot is interacting.

Previous research on safety of pHRI has predominantly
focused on external safety, in terms of: collision detection and
avoidance [12], [13], soft robots [14], [15], compliant actuators
[16], influence of robot joint configuration on collision injury
[17], awareness of potential injury caused by human-robot col-
lisions [18], [19], and conservative force/velocity limits [20].
However, often the proposed model- and metric-based rating
of a robot’s external safety characteristics are insufficiently
consistent with medically observed injury [21].

Recently, heuristic ergonomics has been used to calculate
internal safety in pHRI in real-time [22], [23]. Methods such
as, Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA) [24] and Rapid
Entire Body Assessment (REBA) [25], are used to evaluate
the ergonomics of working postures of the upper limbs and
the entire body respectively, resulting in a score that quantifies
the safety of the worker’s posture. This score can be used to
provide a quick assessment of the muscle function and the
experienced external load that the person is undergoing, giving
an indication of the level of risk for induced musculoskeletal
disorder (MSD) risk. However, it is hard to adjust the results
for human-specific parameters and difficult to generalize them
for specific tasks or conditions.

This is solved by using biomechanical and musculoskeletal
models, which can account for patient-specific parameters and
give an accurate estimation of the actual internal properties of
the human body; such as, (static) joint loading [26], muscle
fatigue [27], muscle comfort [28], and muscle manipulability
[29]. These methods are very promising, but have mainly been
applied to industrial scenarios, not clinical scenarios.

A few recent studies focused on shoulder rehabilitation
using industrial collaborative robot arms. In [30], the authors
proposed a method where the control of the collaborative
robot arm was based on the measurements of human arm
pose and muscle activity through electromyography and used
to perform shoulder rehabilitation. The method in [31] pro-
posed to gather physical (force, position, etc.) and psycho-
physiological (EMG, EEG, etc.) measurement data from vari-
ous sensory systems and used a collaborative robot arm for
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Fig. 2. The shoulder DoFs are shown here: Plane of Elevation is a rotation
around the shoulder z-axis, Shoulder Elevation is the angle between the
negative shoulder z-axis and the arm, and Axial Rotation is around the z-
axis of the arm frame. The shoulder frame, arm frame, end effector frame,
and robot base frame are used to compute the shoulder DoFs from the robot
end effector pose and vice versa.

upper arm rehabilitation. However, these methods did not
integrate biomechanical models of the human shoulder/arm,
thus had limited knowledge of the internal state of the human.
Without accurate perception of the complex internal dynamics,
injury risks during robotic physical therapy can not be properly
mitigated. Additionally, these methods also did not target
physical therapy and rotator cuff injury.

Our previous work in [32] integrated an industrial collabo-
rative robot and a complex biomechanical model of the human
shoulder for delivery of safe physical therapy in rotator-cuff
rehabilitation. We introduced the concept of strain maps; a
2D representation of strain on each of the four rotator-cuff
muscle tendons. The strain maps are calculated for human
arm poses described by three Degrees of Freedom (DoF)
of the shoulder. The method used impedance control for
upper arm trajectory tracking through the strain map, keeping
the rotator-cuff muscle strains below a safety threshold and
minimizing cumulative strain along the preplanned trajectory,
mainly suitable for early stages of rehabilitation. This method
allowed two degrees of freedom for the subject, while the third
was fixed. This limits the RoM significantly, which, along with
therapy time, typically needs to be maximized for effective
physical therapy [33].

To address this problem, we propose human arm movement
using all three shoulder DoF, and allowing the patient to
move around freely without constraining them to a trajectory:
patient-led movement. This increases the RoM available to
the patient and results in a system more suitable for stages
of rehabilitation where the patient dictates the movement. The
patient-specific biomechanical model is incorporated with an
industrial collaborative robot using impedance control for hu-
man safety in terms of rotator-cuff muscle strains in real-time.
To this end, we use the strain maps and the biomechanical
model described in [32]. The proposed method is demonstrated
and evaluated with proof of concept experiments on a KuKa
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Fig. 3. Workflow of the biomechanics aware robot system for robot-assisted shoulder rehabilitation. The biomechanical model is used to generate maps of
the rotator-cuff muscle strains. Unsafe zones, where the strain is above a set threshold for increased risks of (re-)injury, are calculated through clustering
and fitting minimal volume enclosing ellipses to the clusters. The unsafe zones are used to compute the impedance control reference in real time by linear
interpolation of the two closest strain maps, using the actual robot end effector pose. The resulting Cartesian forces are converted to Robot torques through
which the collaborative robot guides the human out of unsafe zones. Data is collected from the robot for further evaluation.

LBR iiwa-7 collaborative robot arm.

II. METHODOLOGY

This section presents the methodology that has been used
in the current work. II-A Explains how we compute strain
maps using biomechanical modelling, and how these maps are
used to precompute unsafe zones in the shoulder state space.
II-B Shows how these unsafe zones are used to calculate safe
reference points in real-time and dictates the transformation
between robot Cartesian frame and shoulder state angles. II-C
Presents the use of impedance control to manage rotator cuff
strains of the human during patient-led shoulder rehabilitation
movements. Fig 3 presents the workflow that was followed.

A. Strain map computation and safety

We used the open-source computational musculoskeletal
modeling tool OpenSim [34] to create strain maps. This
software can be used to create biometrically scaled subject
models and analyze those at a high degree of fidelity with
a large range of physical input dynamics (both internal, e.g.,
muscle activations, and external, e.g. applied forces). OpenSim
and the Thoracoscapular Shoulder Model [35] were used to
compute the strain of all four rotator-cuff muscles for any
pose of the subject’s arm within their range of motion. This
strain data as a function of three shoulder DoF is represented
by strain maps, Fig. 1 a). This requires the external loads
and their location, and position and velocity of the human
shoulder model (joints). The strain maps are used to inform
the robot about the (re-)injury risks of the subject rotator-cuff
muscles in real-time. If the strain in one or more rotator-cuff
muscles is above a certain (strain) threshold, the muscle/tendon
may be reinjured, likely resulting in patient discomfort, pain,
and lengthier rehabilitation. Currently, physio therapists are

constrained to instruct conservative movements as they only
have qualitative measures to sense muscle strain. The strain
maps can be integrated with the robotic system to gain a
quantitative sense of subject safety in terms of muscle strain,
allowing for less conservative, safe exercises with an expanded
range of motion.

We consider the three degrees of freedom that constitute
motion of the upper arm (humerus) relative to the shoulder
blade (scapula) as the rotator-cuff muscles span the gleno-
humeral joint, Fig. 2. These are: Axial Rotation (AR, internal
and external rotation) with a range of motion of -90 to 90
degrees, Plane of Elevation (PE, the plane in which the arm
is moved) with a feasible range of -20 to 160 degrees, and
Shoulder Elevation (SE, horizontal abduction) with a feasible
range of 0 to 144 degrees. These three DoF comprise the
shoulder state vector as

α = [AR, PE, SE],

where all angles are in degrees. The strain map is determined
by AR, and PE and SE are, respectively, the x- and y-
coordinates on the strain map, Fig. 5).

All strain maps were precomputed for the entire range
of motion for each muscle at varying velocities and muscle
activations, this allows for real-time implementation of the
strain data from the complex biomechanical model. The speed
of the arm and the level of activation of all four rotator-
cuff muscles were set, and the humerus was posed in all
combinations of the three DoF of the glenohumeral joint, using
4 degree increments. All strain maps were computed offline
for the subject and stored in the system to be used by the robot.
Readers interested in further information on the computation
of the strain maps are referred to Section II.A in our previous
work [32].
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For the strain maps to be integrated with the robot system,
we defined unsafe zones for each strain map for clusters where
the strain was above the set strain threshold. This threshold
is subject and injury specific, and changes with rehabilitation
progress, strain values above this threshold indicate the patient
is at risk of (re-)injury.

The unsafe points on a map were then clustered, Fig. 4
b), using Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications
with Noise (DBSCAN) [36]. This method is computationally
inexpensive, suited for identifying clusters of non-spherical
shapes, and works well for data sets with a constant density
and low-dimensional spaces. Another advantage of using DB-
SCAN is that, after setting the parameters, it needs no further
supervision, as there are hundreds of strain maps per subject,
this is an important feature. Inputs to this method are the
minimum cluster size and ϵ. The minimum cluster size was set
to one, as even a single unsafe strain point should be avoided
by the subject, thus identified as a cluster. ϵ is the maximum
distance between two samples for one to be considered as in
the neighborhood of the other. It was calculated as function
of the strain map step size in degrees, such that clusters can
span diagonal gaps.

After clustering all unsafe points on a strain map, the
Minimum Volume Enclosing Ellipse (MVEE) of each cluster
defines the unsafe zone, Fig. 4 c). Using ellipses to define the
zones benefited computational costs, as the ellipse parameters
can be used to check whether a point is in an ellipse, thus
unsafe, and if so to calculate the closest point on the ellipse
contour, i.e. the closest point with safe strain. Brent’s method
[37] was used to estimate the closest point on the ellipse
boundary, as further detailed in Appendix A.2. This ensures
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smooth and continuous calculation of reference points once a
subject entered an unsafe zone, however it leads to a more
conservative zone boundary as safe points can be included.
This approach was chosen over defining the unsafe zones using
concave hulls of the clusters, as this led to switching behaviour
when the reference point ’jumped’ when equidistant lines were
crossed, leading to impedance control force spikes. However,
this approach only includes unsafe points in the zones, thus is
less conservative than the MVEE method.

B. Strain map based control

To integrate the strain map based safety into the robot
impedance controller in real time, every time step we need
to

1) calculate the actual shoulder state vector;
2) perform a biomechanical safety check for the subject;
3) update the impedance control parameters and the refer-

ence pose accordingly
To prevent the subject from entering the unsafe zones, we

first need to calculate the actual subject shoulder state vector,
αa, which defines the current strain map and the subject’s
position on that map. This can be computed from the human
arm pose, xarm, expressed in the human shoulder frame. The
lower arm of the subject is strapped into the arm brace, which
is attached to the Robot End Effector; We compute xarm in the
Robot Frame using the Robot End Effector pose xee, and the
angular and positional offset of the brace to the End Effector.
The origin of the arm frame is at the elbow, the x-axis points
towards the wrist, and the z-axis towards the shoulder, Fig. 2,
the lower arm is constrained by the brace at a 90 degree angle
to the upper arm. The shoulder pose is assumed to remain
constant over time, as subjects are instructed not to move
it. Once we know the pose of the arm in the frame of the
shoulder, we can calculate the actual shoulder state vector αa.
The transformation from the robot end effector pose to αa is
described in Appendix B.2.

We then perform a biomechanical safety check for the
subject, using αa and the strain maps. However, as the unsafe
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zones are calculated for each strain map, and the maps change
with AR, so do the unsafe zones, Fig. 5. This Figure shows
the change of the strain maps with AR, and in the top-right the
change of the unsafe zones for adjacent strain maps. As the
maps are discretely spaced 4 deg apart in AR direction, and
patient movement is continuous, the patient will (almost) never
be on exactly one strain map. Instead, the subject will always
be between two strain maps where one of the two is closest.
The closest map is the current strain map, and is shown to the
patient and the physiotherapist, Fig. 4 d). As the unsafe zones
differ per strain map, this means that the subject can be safe
on one map but would be unsafe in the other adjacent map.
This needs to be accounted for in the controller.

We calculate the closest safe point on both adjacent strain
maps, to αa, and linearly interpolate between those using
the actual subject Axial Rotation, Fig. 6. If the point on an
adjacent map is in an unsafe zone, the ellipse equations are
used to estimate the closest point on the ellipse contour, this
is the closest safe point on that strain map. Otherwise, the
point on the adjacent map is safe and is used for the linear
interpolation. Appendix A details the ellipse equation used and
the algorithm for estimating the closest point on the ellipse
contour.

The linearly interpolated reference shoulder state angles
vector, αr, is then used to calculate the reference pose for
the human arm and in turn the robot end effector. Appendix
B.1 details the calculation of the robot end effector pose from
the shoulder state angles. The impedance control parameters
and the reference pose are set according to the biomechanical
safety check. This way, the robot system implements quan-
titative knowledge of the subject internal safety expressed in
rotator-cuff muscle strain.

C. Robot Control
To implement the biomechanical safety the robot was con-

trolled by a Cartesian impedance controller [8], defined as

Fimp = K
(
xr − xa

)
+D

(
ẋr − ẋa

)
, (1)

where Fimp ∈ R6 is the interaction force vector acting from
the robot on the patient, K, D ∈ R6×6 are the desired stiffness
and damping matrices in Cartesian space, respectively, while
xa, ẋa ∈ R6 are the actual end effector pose and velocity,
and xr, ẋr ∈ R6 are the reference pose and velocity vectors.

To adjust the stiffness in particular directions, the stiffness
matrix can be non-diagonal, with the principal axes rotated in
the robot base frame. The damping matrix is rotated equally
and was obtained using double diagonalisation design [38],
dependant on the stiffness matrix as

D = 2QDξ

√
K0Q

T , (2)

where Q, K0 ∈ R6×6 are, respectively, the eigenvectors and
eigenvalues obtained by the eigendecomposition of the stiff-
ness matrix K = QK0Q

T . The diagonal matrix Dξ ∈ R6×6

contains damping factors, which were set to 0.7.
We controlled the desired Cartesian force, expressed in the

robot base frame, through the robot joint torques as

τ = M(q)q̈ +C(q, q̇)q̇ + g(q) + J(q)T
(
Fimp + Fg(qh)

)
,

(3)
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reference point zone for AR -6
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Fig. 6. Linear interpolation between the two reference points of the two
adjacent strain maps to the subject shoulder state angles. Shown here, for
subject pose AR -3deg and the two adjacent strain maps for AR -2 and -6
degrees. PE and SE for the subject are the same on both adjacent maps.

where τ , q ∈ R7 are vectors of robot joint torques and robot
joint angles respectively, g ∈ R7 is the gravity vector, and
J ∈ R6×7, M and C ∈ R7×7 are the robot Jacobian matrix,
mass matrix, and Coriolis and centrifugal matrix, respectively.
Fg ∈ R6 is a vector for gravity compensation of the human
arm, dependent on the human shoulder configuration qh, and
Fimp ∈ R6 is the desired impedance control force which
follows from (1).

The reference pose xr for the impedance controller was
calculated from the linearly interpolated reference point from
the strain maps. If the current shoulder state angles are in
an unsafe zone in either, or both of the two closest strain
maps, the impedance control stiffness matrix is set to high
stiffness Khi, the damping matrix is changed accordingly
using (2). If the current pose is safe on both closest maps,
the impedance control stiffness matrix is set to low stiff-
ness Klo, the damping matrix is set accordingly. Where
Khi = diag[khi p, khi p, khi p, khi r, khi r, khi r] and Klo =
diag[klo p, klo p, klo p, klo r, klo r, klo r], with khi p and klo p,
respectively, the high and low positional stiffness (N/m), and
khi r and klo r, respectively, the high and low rotational
stiffness (Nm/rad).

This results in a control force guiding the subject out of
the unsafe zones, perpendicular to the zone boundary, to the
closest point on the zone boundary. If the current point is not
in an unsafe zone, the reference point is set to the current
coordinates, thus the impedance control is not active. For data
analysis the Cartesian impedance control force on the end
effector is transformed to torques on the human shoulder joint
expressed in the three shoulder DoF directions, this conversion
is detailed in Appendix B.3.

III. EXPERIMENTS

The first part of this section covers the general experimental
setup, and control parameters. The experimental evaluation of
the proposed method was done through three experiments: the
first two experiments showcase the two functionalities that
make up our method, and the third shows the complete method
where both functionalities are implemented simultaneously.

In the first experiment, the subjects were allowed to move
freely on one strain map, but not move to other strain maps.
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Fig. 7. The experimental setup used in this work. The KuKa iiwa-7
industrial robot arm delivers forces to the subject arm through the flexible
brace whenever the subject entered an unsafe zone. This was simultaneously
shown on the visualization interface, through which the subjects got real-time
feedback on the shoulder state angles, updating the strain map with unsafe
zones, and their positions accordingly.

This is similar to our previous work, in that Axial Rotation
is fixed during the experiment, i.e., the subject stays on one
strain map. Unlike our previous work, which was limited to
the robot enforcing a pre-planned trajectory, the subject is free
to move on the strain map and interact with unsafe zones.

In the second experiment, the subjects were free to move
between strain maps, but not move around on the strain maps.
To this end, the subject’s position, PE and SE, on the strain
maps was constrained, while allowing free movement, AR,
between the strain maps. This showcases the real-time safety
control while switching between the unsafe zones in different
maps.

The third experiment is the proof-of-concept of the research
described in this work, combining the first two experiments.
This allowed the subjects to move around on and between
strain maps, resulting in unconstrained movement of all three
shoulder state angles, while using impedance control for
strain map based safety, activated when subjects entered the
previously defined unsafe zones.

The study was approved by the Human Research Ethics
Committee of Delft University of Technology.

A. Experimental Setup

The arm brace designed in our previous work was used
for these experiments. The brace was mounted to the robot
such that when the subject entered the brace, the upper arm
was in line with the robot end effector Z-axis, which allowed
control of Axial Rotation through the orientation reference
of the end effector Z-axis, while Plane of Elevation and
Shoulder Elevation were controlled using the remaining DoF.
The industrial robot used is a KuKa LBR iiwa-7 collaborative
robot. Fig. 7 shows the experimental setup.

Subject torso height and arm length were used to update
the control method by setting the shoulder origin in the robot
frame, and this ensured the correct positioning and sizing of
the strain sphere, Fig. 1 b), for each subject. Human shoulder
pose in the robot frame was assumed constant over time as

the subjects were instructed to try and minimize shoulder
translation.

The robot was moved to its initial pose before the subject
was seated. Once the subject was seated, the subject entered
the brace and was secured with a velcro strap. When the
subject indicated to be ready, the experiment was started
by the experiment via a keyboard interface. Subjects were
provided visual feedback during the experiment of the strain
map they were closest to and on that map: color gradient to
indicate rotator cuff strains, the unsafe zones, their position,
and the reference position (if applicable). The visualisation
was updated with 30 frames per second. The control loop was
executed at approx. 200 Hz.

The stiffness values used in the experiments for the
impedance controller were: positional khi p = 800 N/m,
klo p = 400 N/m, rotational khi r = 30 Nm/rad, and
klo r = 15 Nm/rad. The damping matrices were calculated
accordingly, using the double diagonalization design in (2).
The strain threshold to precompute the unsafe zones for the
strain maps used in the experiments, was set to 2.4 (-).

For each experiment actual- and reference poses of the robot
end effector, impedance control force in robot base frame, and
actual- and reference shoulder state angles were recorded and
stored.

B. Exp 1: Moving on one strain map
We first applied the proposed method to safe movement on

one strain map, this allowed the subject to move freely on
the map instead of following a trajectory, as was shown in
our previous work. For this experiment, Axial Rotation was
constrained to -90 degrees. To make the subject stay on this
strain map, the reference for AR was kept constant at this
angle. The subject was free to move, varying PE and SE. The
references for these shoulder state angles were calculated in
real-time according our method, depending on the interaction
with unsafe zones.

The subject started the experiment at -90 deg. AR, 65 deg.
PE and 55 deg. SE. After the subject was strapped into the
brace in the initial pose and was ready to begin, the experiment
was started. The results for this experiment are shown in Fig.
8. The top plot shows the strain map for the constant Axial
Rotation with PE on the x-axis and SE on the y-axis. The
colorbar on the right of the map indicates the maximum strain
of the four rotator-cuff tendons for each point, as shown on
the map. The unsafe zones are highlighted in grey, and the
trajectory during the experiment is represented by the white-
to-blue color gradient line. The same color gradient line is
shown in the top graph, which depicts the strain vs time during
the experiment trajectory.

The second graph shows αa (solid lines) and αr (dotted
lines) in degrees over time, AR is left out as it was kept
constant during the experiment. The third graph shows the
shoulder state angles errors over time, where again AR has
been left out. The error is calculated as αr−αa, which can be
seen to be nonzero only when the subject is in an unsafe zone
(highlighted grey areas). This means the impedance controller
was only active when the subject entered the unsafe zones on
the strain map.
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subject movement was constrained to one strain map. The strain map in a)
shows the trajectory on the strain map, which was fixed at -90 degrees Axial
Rotation, the color gradient of the trajectory matches with the first graph
to indicate temporal coherence. The colorbar on the right indicates rotator-
cuff tendon strain for each point on the map. In c) the results are shown
in graphs, the first graph shows the estimated strain during the experiment,
where the color gradient matches the trajectory on the strain map, and the
grey areas indicate that the subject was in an unsafe zone at that time. The
second graph shows the actual, αa, and reference, αr , shoulder state angles
for Plane of Elevation and Shoulder Elevation. Axial Rotation is not shown
as it was fixed for the duration of the experiment. The third graph shows
the errors for the same shoulder state angles. The bottom graph shows the
resulting impedance control torques, acting on the subject, expressed in the
directions of the shoulder state coordinates PE and SE.

From the reference shoulder state angles, the Cartesian
reference pose for the robot end effector expressed in the robot
base frame was calculated. Then the impedance controller, in
(1), resulted in a force from the robot on the human, exerted
at the end effector. This load vector, with forces and moments,
was then used to calculate the control torques in the shoulder
state space, i.e. torques in the directions of the shoulder state
angles: τAR, τPE, and τSE, respectively. These are shown in the
bottom graph for PE and SE.

The torques increase rapidly when the subject enters an
unsafe zone, which can be seen around 2 and 11.8 seconds.
Comparing the shoulder state angles errors from the third
graph with the shoulder state control torques shows that the
external control force acts in the same direction as the shoul-
der state errors; the impedance controller forces the subject
towards the closest point on the zone boundary, which is the
closest safe point in terms of strain. It also shows that when
the subject exits an unsafe zone, the shoulder state torques
smoothly decrease to zero again. When the subject entered
the unsafe zone for the second time, after moving up on the
map, the resulting shoulder state torques are mostly in the
negative PE-direction. This makes sense, as the zone outline
is almost vertical at these points and the control torque always
points towards the closest safe point on the zone boundary.
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Fig. 9. Results of the experiment showcasing movement between strain maps
for one subject, where the subject’s position on the maps, in terms of PE
and SE, was fixed, and the subject was free to move AR (changing strain
maps). The four strain maps on top show the trajectory and the unsafe zones,
the color gradient of the trajectory matches with the first graph to indicate
temporal coherence. The first graph shows the estimated strain during the
experiment, where the color-gradient matches the trajectory on the strain maps,
and the grey area indicates that the subject was in an unsafe zone at that
time. The second graph shows the actual, αa, and reference, αr , shoulder
state angles, the reference for AR is not shown as it was equal to the actual
value during the experiment. The third graph shows the shoulder state angles
errors used for the impedance controller. The bottom graph shows the resulting
impedance control torques, acting on the subject, expressed in the directions
of the shoulder state coordinates.

C. Exp 2: Moving between strain maps

To grant the patients free movement in all three shoulder
state angles, in addition to moving on a strain map as shown
in the first experiment, they need to be able to move between
strain maps. As this also changes the unsafe zones, the
reference shoulder state angles will differ per map for the same
PE, SE position on each map. This can mean the subject is
safe on the current strain map, but is in an unsafe zone on
the adjacent strain map. To prevent impedance control force
jumps caused by the change of magnitude and direction of αr

due to new zones, the reference point is calculated by linearly
interpolating the reference points of the two closest strain
maps at each time step, Fig. 6. The reference point changes
gradually, allowing smooth transitions between strain maps

For this experiment, the subject was free to move between
strain maps, but constrained to a fixed position on these maps,
i.e., the subject was free to change Axial Rotation, while
Plane of elevation and shoulder elevation were constrained.
The subjects started in a safe part of the strain map at 22 deg
AR and [PE,SE] = [60, 40] deg. They were allowed to explore
the full AR range to the extent they felt comfortable.

The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 9. It shows
a sample of the experiment, representing three, out of four,
important scenarios when dealing with changing strain maps.
The four strain maps on top are for AR 22, 26, 30, and 34
degrees, respectively, and show the trajectory of the subject
and the unsafe zones. The time intervals where the subject
was on each strain map are labeled a) through d), where a)
is the time interval spent on the first map, etc. The axes of
each of the four maps are identical, one can clearly see that
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Fig. 10. Results of the experiment allowing free movement for all three shoulder state angles. The full trajectory in strain map coordinates is plotted in a).
The zoomed in strain maps in b) show the trajectory and the unsafe zones, the color gradient of the trajectory matches with the first graph to indicate temporal
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angles. The third graph shows the shoulder state angles errors used for the impedance controller. The bottom graph shows the resulting impedance control
torques, acting on the subject, expressed in the directions of the shoulder state coordinates.

the unsafe zones are different from map to map, while the
position on the maps stayed constant.

The first graph shows the experienced strain during the
experiment, its color gradient matches the trajectory plot on
the strain maps. The strain is nearly constant for each map
interval, a) - d), as the position on the maps is unchanged. The
position on the strain map, PE and SE, is shown on the four
maps and can be seen to be constant during the experiment.
This is also shown in the second graph which shows the actual
and reference shoulder state angles over time. The third graph
shows the shoulder state angles error, where ARerr is zero, and
PEerr and SEerr change smoothly while changing strain maps
and switching to the unsafe zone on these maps. The fourth
graph shows the resulting shoulder state torques in all three
shoulder DoF directions, they correspond to the shoulder state
angle errors as is to be expected with impedance control.

The first of the three scenarios shown in this experiment
is moving between safe points on adjacent strain maps, this
occurred when the subject moved from the first strain map to
the second, from a) to b). When the shoulder state angle on
both maps is safe, the reference point is equal to αa. There

is no shoulder state error, which results in zero impedance
control torques.

The second scenario, moving from a safe point to an unsafe
point, starts halfway interval b), around 1.2 seconds, and lasts
until approximately 2.2 seconds into the experiment. Here it
switches from the first scenario, because the subject is now
on the second strain map and moving towards the third strain
map in which the subject would be inside an unsafe zone. The
shoulder state angle errors slowly start increasing, as shown
in the third graph, as the subject continues moving towards
the unsafe map and the reference point is linearly interpolated
between the safe and unsafe maps accordingly. The resulting
shoulder state torques increase, alerting the subject that they
are moving into an unsafe zone and guiding them to the nearest
safe point.

Moving between unsafe points on adjacent strain maps is
the third scenario shown in these results. This starts halfway
interval c), at approx. 2.2 seconds, when the subject is in the
unsafe zone on the third map and moving towards the unsafe
zone in the fourth map. The reference point in the fourth
map is farther away than the reference in the third map, the
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linear interpolation between these points results in the slope
of the shoulder state torques increasing, gradually increasing
the guiding torques the subject experiences. This is executed
in real-time, ensuring smooth transition between the reference
points of both strain maps, thus the subject experienced smooth
changes in the guiding torques.

The fourth scenario, moving to a safe point from an unsafe
point, is not shown here, this is identical to moving from the
third to the second map, and would result in the same graphs
as shown mirrored around the y-axis.

D. Exp 3: Free movement

This experiment showcases our proposed method, combin-
ing the functionalities shown in the first two experiments, the
subjects were free to move all three shoulder state angles, i.e.,
they were free to move on and between strain maps.

The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 10. a)
Shows the trajectory of the experiment, starting around 94.5
deg PE and 56 deg SE, and ending around 92.5 deg PE and
81 deg SE. The subject moved through eight strain maps,
starting at -62 deg AR and rapidly moving to -34 deg AR,
before moving back slowly to the starting strain map. These
strain maps, and the path travelled on each map are shown
in b). The trajectory is drawn as the white-to-blue gradient
line and shown on each map when that was the closest map
during the experiment, the unsafe zones are highlighted in
grey. The graphs in c) show the strain, actual- and reference
shoulder angles, shoulder angle error, and shoulder angle
torques, respectively.

The subject moves into the unsafe zone on the map for AR -
42deg right after the start of the experiment, the resulting joint
state torques, τext, guide the subject toward the closest safe
point outside the zone. Around 2 seconds the subject moves
to the map for AR -38deg and, as the zones changed with the
map, is deeper into the zone, increasing the guiding torques.
The subject then moved farther into the zone, resulting in the
maximum shoulder state torques in PE and SE directions, just
before three seconds of -11.3 Nm and 2.2 Nm, respectively.
However, this did not result in the highest strain during the
experiment, this is because the strain is based on the strain
maps which assume no muscle activation. The actual strains
would probably be higher in this case.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our proposed method provides several key benefits. The
most notable is allowing patient-led movement within the
complete shoulder RoM, while the robot system guides the
patient to safe poses when the rotator-cuff tendon strains
are sufficiently high to increase the risk of re-injury. Ad-
ditionally, the biomechanical model can easily be adjusted
for patient-specific parameters, e.g., biometrics and injury
recovery progress, resulting in high fidelity strain maps that are
independent of task parameters. The patient can freely explore
and expand their RoM and is no longer constrained to heuristic
conservative limits or following a pre-planned trajectory.

The method is well suited for later stages of shoulder
rehabilitation where the patient performs the exercises without

supervision. Moreover, it is applicable even in early stages
of rehabilitation, as the physiotherapist can move the pa-
tient through the exercises while the robot system manages
biomechanical safety. The visual feedback can be used by
physiotherapists to gain quantitative insight into the internal
state of patients and to monitor recovery progress. It may be
used by physiotherapists to safely expand the patients RoM,
even in the early stages of rehabilitation.

While custom built robots/exoskeletons can have advan-
tages over industrial collaborative robots in terms of RoM,
higher payload, more DoF [5], [6], and possibly optimized
mechanical design for specific task and kinematic constrains
[7]. Mass-produced industrial collaborative robots still have
significant advantages for use in assisted physical therapy.
They are typically less costly and more readily available
than task-specific robots, already meet strict safety criteria for
human-robot interaction, and require little additional training
to operate.

We have successfully shown that the proposed method is
capable of guiding healthy subjects during assisted rotator-
cuff rehabilitation using a biomechanically aware collaborative
robot. However, before taking the next step of applying this
work to actual clinical patients, there are some limitations that
need to be addressed.

The strain maps used are based on the assumption that the
subject passively moves around, and has no muscle activation.
As the subject actively moves around, the actual strains will
probably be higher than expected from the experiments. The
strain maps are already precomputed for a large number of
combinations and the full range (0 to 1) of muscle activation.
However, solving for muscle activation based on external robot
control, force, joint poses, and velocities is too computation-
ally expensive to manage in real-time. Future work should
be focused on updating the strain maps based on measured
interaction force and joint parameters in real-time, for more
accurate strain maps input to the biomechanical safety control.

Another limitation is the unknown accuracy of the rotator-
cuff strains estimated through the biomechanical model. It
has been compared to motion, forces, and muscle activity in
healthy humans, it has not been applied, yet, to specifically
estimating the strains of the rotator-cuff muscles. We are
currently working on validating the model, including scaling to
subject-specific metrics, this will be an important contribution
going forward.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel method for robot-assisted
physical therapy for rehabilitation of rotator-cuff injury based
on a high fidelity biomechanical model of the human. Real-
time information on the human shoulder state angles was used
to set the reference pose of the impedance controller based on
the closest safe point on the strain maps, resulting in shoulder
state torques guiding the subject away from high, unsafe,
strain poses while the subject was free to move around. The
proposed method has the potential to improve the safety, range
of motion, and muscle activity that patients receive through
robot-mediated physical therapy.
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A
Appendix - Online Biomechanical

Control

A.1. Unsafe zone check
For each timestep we need to check whether the point on the strain map is in an unsafe zone. The
ellipses are precomputed as detailed in the paper using the Minimum Volume Enclosing Ellipse (MVEE)
method, this returns the ellipses in terms of their parameters as used and described here. We use the
ellipse inequality to check whether a point is inside the ellipse, thus unsafe, as

(𝑝 − 𝑐)
𝑇
A (𝑝 − 𝑐) < 1, (A.1)

where A is the matrix of the ellipse equation in center form, 𝑐 is the center of the ellipse, (x0, y0) in Fig.
A.1, and 𝑝 = [𝑝𝑥 , 𝑝𝑦] is the point on the map we want to check. If this is true, the point 𝑝 is inside the
ellipse.

α

x

y

(px,py)

ab

(x0,y0)

unsafe zone

a
b

x

y

(x0,y0)

x

y

x

y

x

y

tangent

1) MVEE from 
strain map

2) rotate using  α

3) translate to origin 4) move to first quadrant
5) calculate closest point on 
boundary

β

normal

Figure A.1: How to calculate the closest point on ellipse contour. 1) shows the original ellipse from the precomputation using the
MVEE method and the current point inside the ellipse. In 2) the ellipse is rotated such that the major semi-axis is aligned with
the x-axis. In 3) the ellipse and point are translated such that the center of the ellipse is on the origin. The point is translated to
the first quadrant of the ellipse in 4), this means there is only one solution for finding a line perpendicular to the ellipse contour
that intersects the point. In 5) the closest point on the ellipse contour is calculated using the tangent to the contour and the line
from the point to the contour.
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14 A. Appendix - Online Biomechanical Control

A.2. Calculate reference point on ellipse contour
When the current strain map point is inside an ellipse, thus unsafe, we calculate the closest safe point,
which is the closest point on the ellipse contour. We use the ellipse equation

𝑥(𝛽) = [a cos𝛽, b sin𝛽]𝑇 (A.2)

where a is the semi-major axis, b is the semi-minor axis, and 𝛽 is the angle, Fig. A.1 (5). We first have
to make it a squared ellipse, where the major-semi axis is aligned with the x-axis, to use this equation.
To do this, we first rotate the ellipse and point p using the ellipse angle 𝛼. Then we translate it to the
frame origin. We translate the point to the first quadrant of the ellipse, as this means there is only one
solution when solving for tangent lines to the ellipse contour with their normal intersecting the point p
(instead of four solutions).

When the normal to the tangent of the ellipse contour (A.2) intersects point p. The tangent of the
ellipse contour is the derivative of x, as

𝑥′(𝛽) = [−a sin𝛽, b cos𝛽]𝑇 . (A.3)

This has to be perpendicular to the line from p to x: (𝑝 − 𝑥) ⋅ 𝑥′ = 0. Solving using Brent’s method [1]
on the interval 𝛽 ∈ [0, 𝜋/2] to estimate the zero of 𝑓(𝛽), as

𝑓(𝛽) = (𝑎2 − 𝑏2) sin𝛽 cos𝛽 − a ∗ p𝑥 ∗ sin𝛽 + b ∗ p𝑦 ∗ sin𝛽.
Solving this for 𝛽 and substituting in (A.2), returns the coordinates of the closest safe point. We then
reverse the operations, by moving this point to the original quadrant, translating it from the origin to the
ellipse center and rotating back with 𝛼.



B
Appendix - Frame Transformations

B.1. Shoulder State Angles to End Effector Pose
To calculate the Robot end effector pose from the shoulder state angles, we construct the transformation
matrix from the rotation matrix, R𝐸𝐸, which rotates from end effector frame to the robot base frame, and
the origin, 𝑜𝐸𝐸, of the end effector frame. The frames and shoulder state angles are shown in Fig. B.1.
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Figure B.1: Figure showing the shoulder state angles, and the various frames used to convert between shoulder state angles
and end effector pose.
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16 B. Appendix - Frame Transformations

The orientation matrix follows from a series of rotations, shown in Fig. B.2. And can be calculated
as

R𝐸𝐸 =𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 R𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟R𝑧(−𝜋/2)R𝑧(𝑃𝐸)R𝑥(−𝑆𝐸)R𝑧(𝐴𝑅), (B.1)

where 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒R𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟 is the orientation matrix of the shoulder frame, which is constant in time and
known. The other matrices are standard rotations around the indicated axis with the indicated angle,
R𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠(𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒).

The orientation of the arm frame and end effector frame are identical. However, the origins are not,
these can be calculated as

𝑜𝐸𝐸 = R𝐸𝐸 ⋅ 𝐿𝐸𝐸 + 𝑜𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟 (B.2)

where 𝑜𝐸𝐸 is the origin of the End Effector in the robot base frame, 𝑜𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟 is the origin of the shoulder
frame in the base frame which is known and constant, and 𝐿𝐸𝐸 is the vector from the shoulder origin to
the origin of the default arm frame (where all angles are zero), which is [0, 0, −𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑚]𝑇 for the origin of
the arm frame and [0, 0, −𝐿𝑆ℎ_𝑡𝑜_𝐸𝐸]𝑇 for the end effector origin.

B.2. End Effector Pose to Shoulder State Angles
The shoulder state angles were calculated using the orientation matrix of the end effector frame. This
was read in real-time and used to estimate the shoulder angles. By rewriting (B.1), we can use the
known end effector and shoulder frames orientation matrices to solve for the three shoulder state an-
gles.

R = R𝑇𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟R𝐸𝐸, where 𝑟𝑖,𝑗 indicate the element on the i-th row and j-th column. And using R to
solve for the shoulder state angles as
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Figure B.2: Showing the shoulder and default arm frames, the conversion between them. And how the arm (thus end effector
frame) can be calculated from the shoulder state angles.
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PE = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2 (𝑟2,3, 𝑟1,3) ,

SE = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2(√𝑟21,3 + 𝑟22,3, 𝑟3,3) ,

AR = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2 (−𝑟3,1, −𝑟3,2) .

B.3. Shoulder State Torques from End Effector Force
For data processing we transform the End Effector force to torques on the shoulder in the direction
of the three shoulder state angles. The End Effector force is expressed as 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝐹𝐸𝐸 (N), and the End
Effector moments as 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑀𝐸𝐸, both expressed in the base frame.

We first compute the torques on the shoulder joint resulting from the moments on the End Effector
as

𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑀𝐸𝐸 =
𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 R𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟 ∗𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟 R𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 ∗𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑀𝐸𝐸

where 𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒R𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟 transforms from the shoulder to the sphere frame and is calculated as
(R𝑧(𝑃𝐸 − 𝜋/2)R𝑥(−𝑆𝐸)R𝑧(−𝜋/2))

𝑇.
The resulting moments on the shoulder from the end effector force vector are calculated as

𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑀𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟 = (
𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒R𝑇𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟 ∗ 𝐿𝐸𝐸) × (

𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒R𝑇𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟 ∗𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝐹𝐸𝐸)

where 𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑀𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟 are the moments on the shoudler origin resulting from the end effector forces,
expressed in the sphere frame in Nm.

The shoulder state torques are then defined as

𝜏PE =𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑀𝐸𝐸[𝑧],
𝜏SE =𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑀𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟[𝑥],

𝜏AR = −𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑀𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟[𝑦].
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